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OFF BY INDEL B LION
COOLER X40A

PORTABLE
REFRIGERATOR 

        

   

Product price:  

545,00 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

OFF BY INDEL B LION COOLER X40A PORTABLE REFRIGERATOR 

The Refrigerator OFF BY INDEL B LION COOLER X40A offers exceptional refrigeration that can
be conveniently set and monitored with smartphone using bluethoot.

OFF BY INDEL B LION COOLER X40A can hold an incredible amount of food and beverages
thanks to its comfortable and spacious interior design. Thanks to the bluethoot connection, you
can set the temperature and view the temperature of the portable refrigerator remotely, from the
front seat of your vehicle or even from your bed. Thanks to the user-friendly interface, it's even
easier to monitor the refrigeration of your OFF BY INDEL B LION COOLER X40A .

The refrigerator is equipped with a compact and efficient compressor that guarantees excellent
refrigeration performance even at high outside temperatures.

The OFF BY INDEL B LION COOLER X40A Refrigerator is equipped with alightweight and sturdy
structure integrates a pair of rubber wheels and a telescopic pull-out handle.

TECHNICAL FEATURES OFF BY INDEL B LION COOLER X40A 

Capacity 40 Lt
DC voltage: 12-24V + AC 115-230V (optional)
Power: 45 Watt
Width: 635 mm
Depth: 405 mm
Height: 509 mm
Dry weight: 14.9 kg
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Looking for a product with different features? Here you can find the full range OFF BY INDEL B
and other specialized brands.

Images and technical data are not binding and subject to change by the manufacturer

The Refrigerator OFF BY INDEL B LION COOLER X40Afaucibus interdum, neque turpis porttitor
felis, sed efficitur leo purus a elit. Pellentesque maximus massa eget lacus suscipit, a pulvinar
lectus dictum. Mauris gravida scelerisque varius. Quisque vel porttitor arcu.

  

Product features:  

Length (mm): 635
Width (mm): 405
Height (mm): 509
Dry weight (Kg): 14.9
Capacity of the refrigerator (L): 40
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